Nurse’s Writing Desk SWD-100 Series
A standard wall mount nurse’s writing desk designed to suit all O.R.’s. Desk
comes complete with integral drawer units. The SWD-100 forms a convenient
work surface for nurses in the O.R. or other hospital areas.

The SWD-100 nurse’s writing desk dimensions are 915mm wide X 457mm deep X 203mm
high (36” X 18” X 8”). The desk is of 14 ga. welded, T-304 stainless steel construction, and
ground to a polished finished. Writing desk top forms a writing surface with an integral backsplash. Heavy gauge stainless steel mounting brackets are welded onto writing desk for
strength and ease of installation on job site. Two stainless steel, self closing drawers complete with removable stainless steel or plastic liners are standard equipment. The writing
desk is enclosed with a stainless steel cabinet body to provide a sanitary, sealed unit.
Features:


Two (2) stainless steel self closing drawers



Two (2) stainless steel or plastic drawer liners



Stainless steel mounting brackets



Stainless steel cabinet

Options:


Additional drawers

* Custom sizes available on request.

O.R. Nurse’s Fold Down Writing Desk SWD-200 Series
A recessed, wall-mount nurse’s writing desk designed to fold back into the wall
when not in use.
The SWD-200 writing desk is most suitable for use in O.R.’s or other areas where
the efficient use of floor space is important.

Writing desk dimensions are: 750mm wide X 370mm deep (30” X 15”). Unit is constructed of 14 ga. T-304
stainless steel, all welded and ground to a polished finish. The SWD-200 is constructed in two pieces: the recessed pan and the fold down writing surface. The two sections are hinged with a heavy duty stainless steel
piano hinge. A patented locking arm device supports the writing surface when it is in the down position and
locks it when in it's up (folded) position. The writing surface is insulated internally with a styrofoam core to
provide a sound deadening effect. The entire assembly is recessed into the wall when in the up position to
give a streamline appearance.
Features:


Stainless steel construction throughout



Fold up/down writing surface



Stainless steel flush mount pull



Patented locking arm device



Preassembled in factory, ready for one step installation on job site

* Custom sizes available on request.

